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Pars Pangan was founded in 1993 as one of the subsidiaries of the Petroleum Equipment Industries 
Companies (PEIC). In this company, it is aimed to deliver the most reliable products with the best quality 
and efficiency to oil, gas, petrochemical, and power plants industries. Following the latest ideas, standards, 
technology, techniques, and based on prior experience in valve production, the newest types of control 
valves (Globe, Butterfly, and Ball) and actuators (Diaphragm, piston, scotch and Yoke) are designed and 
manufactured.

Pars Pangan plant is located in the Shams- Abad industrial zone in Tehran with 16,000 m2 area that is 
including sizing, design, manufacturing, and testing department.
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In this department, R&D, engineering, and CFD analysis 
are done. The final design will be investigated according
to existing standards and references.

In this unit, according to the dimensions of the part and 
different casting processes, a casting mold technical 
drawing is prepared, and then smelting will start.

This is the final stage of production which includes all 
kinds of manual and CNC lathes, milling, and drills. 
According to the final technical drawing, parts will be
machined and prepared.

In this unit, the performance and leakage of valves based 
on different procedures and standards are evaluated. To 
do the measurement, high-precision equipment will be
used.
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Products  
Collection 



Pars pangan company is capable of 
manufacturing various types of 
control valve and their actuators. The 
main products include Globe control 
valve, Butterfly control valve, Ball 
control valve, and linear and rotary 
actuators. Beside standard sizes and 
characteristics, the customer 
requirements can also be considered 
in design and manufacturing steps. It 
does not end here and we are 
developing our products without any 
limitation.

Globe
Valve

Butterfly
Valve

Ball
Valve

Actuator
for
Valve

Size:1-16 inch

Material: Carbon Steel (A216 
WCB, A352 LCC, & A217 
WC6)/ Stainless Steel (A351 
CF8M & A351 CF3M)/ A105/ 
A182/ F316/ F304/ NACE 
material on request

Size:1-16 inch

Material: Carbon Steel 
(A216 WCB, A352 LCC, & 
A217 WC6)/ Stainless Steel 
(A351 CF8M & A351 
CF3M)/ A105/ A182/ F316/ 
F304/ NACE material on 

Size:3-32 inch

Material: Carbon Steel (A216 
WCB, A352 LCC, & A217 
WC6)/ Stainless Steel (A351 
CF8M & A351 CF3M)/ A105/ 
A182/ F316/ F304/ NACE 
material on request

Act: Linear (Spring         
return and double act), Rotary 
(spring return and double act)

Types: Diaphragm, Cylinder 
and piston, Scotch-Yoke, and 
Rack and Pinion

Pars pangan company is capable of 
manufacturing various types of 
control valve and their actuators. The 
main products include Globe control
valve, Butterfly control valve, Ball 
control valve, and linear and rotary 
actuators. Beside standard sizes and 
characteristics, the customer 
requirements can also be considered
in design and manufacturing steps. It 
does not end here and we are 
developing our products without any 
limitation.

Globe
Valve

Butterfly
Valve

Ball
Valve

Actuator
for
Valve

Size:1-16 inch

Material: Carbon Steel (A216 
WCB, A352 LCC, & A217
WC6)/ Stainless Steel (A351 WC6)/ Stainless Steel (A351
CF8M & A351 CF3M)/ A105/ 
A182/ F316/ F304/ NACE
material on request

Size:1-16 inch

Material: Carbon Steel 
(A216 WCB, A352 LCC, & 
A217 WC6)/ Stainless Steel A217 WC6)/ Stainless Steel
(A351 CF8M & A351
CF3M)/ A105/ A182/ F316/ 
F304/ NACE material on 

Size:3-32 inch

Material: Carbon Steel (A216 
WCB, A352 LCC, & A217
WC6)/ Stainless Steel (A351 WC6)/ Stainless Steel (A351
CF8M & A351 CF3M)/ A105/ 
A182/ F316/ F304/ NACE 
material on request

Act: Linear (Spring         
return and double act), Rotary 
(spring return and double act)

TTypes: DiapDi hragm, Cylinderh C li d
and piston, Scotch-Yoke, and 
Rack and Pinion
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G - 01 2 1 06 S

Example 1: Globe valve- Contoured plug - Equal Percent- Fail to close- 6 inch valve- Standard bonnet

Example 2: Butterfly valve- Double offset - Linear- Fail to close- 20 inch valve- Standard bonnet

T - 21 1 1 20 S

Control Valve Coding System
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Control Valve Specification 
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Globe Control  
Valve 



G01. Contoured Plug
The contoured plug is used in the majority of applications. This trim is suitable 
for low-pressure drop and high-capacity applications in both gas and fluid 
medium. It has a particular profile plug head, which offers a smooth profile to the 
flow and permits high-pressure recovery.

The top Guided plug is one of the most used trims in control valves. This trim 
is appropriate for high pressure drop and low flow coefficient compared to a 
contoured plug.

G02. Top Guided Plug

High-capacity cage globe control valves are designed for critical service process 
control requirements of a diverse range of applications. This kind of trim is 
appropriate for applications that require high controllability.

G03. High-Capacity Cage
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Low noise cage is designed for noise reduction of a compressible gas. It has 
the advantage of the negligible loss of pressure drop and low noise. It can be 
especially applicable in severe gas service with high-pressure drop.

G05. High pressure- Low Noise Cage

High pressure- low noise cage is specially designed to reduce the noise of 
compressible fluid. Beside the low noise cage, it also features slight loss of 
pressure drop. It is suitable for services such as high- pressure air and steam.

G06. Multistage
Multi-stage trims can help in the management of high-pressure drops and avoid 
cavitation and choking. The range includes various options offering up to 30 
pressure drop stages and the ability to manage high levels of rangeability. 

G04. Low Noise Cage
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Globe Valve Dimensionn
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Butterfly Control 
Valve 



B21. Double Offset Butterfly Valve
Double offset butterfly valve is used for rough flow control. These series 
are designed for operation with tough industrial conditions demanding 
safety, reliability, and minimum maintenance like water treatment, 
chemical industry, and gas pipe-works.

Triple offset butterfly valve is characterized by the structure of triple offset which
has dramatic excellence with no friction on the sealing surface in open and 
closed position. Additionally, with lower torque, the valve is generally applicable 
to the field of metallurgy, petroleum, chemical industry, and natural gas.  

B22. Triple Offset Butterfly

Butterfly Valve Dimension
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Butterfly Valve Flow Coefficient 
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Ball Control
Valve



A41. V- Notch Ball
The V-notch ball is a new concept and structure. Its primary
specialty is adopting an integer body, a valve body with more bear 
pressure capability. In this model, both of metal seat and a soft 
seal are used and both of them can mate with the same body.

V-Notch Ball Valve Dimension
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Control Valve 
Actuator 



PROCESS STEP 1

01

Flow direction, failed condition
and travel must be determined.

PROCESS STEP 2

02

The value of valve trust or torque
must be calculated.

03

PROCESS STEP 3

Actuator features specification, i.e., the 
value of diaphragm or piston area and 
spring stiffness must be calculated.

04

PROCESS STEP 4
Value of actuator thrust or
torque in specified travel 
and air supply pressure
must be calculated.

05

PROCESS STEP 5PROCESS STEP 5

The value of actuator thrust or torque
must be bigger than the value of ((valve 
trust or torque) Safety factor).

END
YES

No

Actuator Calculation Procedure
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DLA- Diaphragm linear Actuator
Diaphragm actuators are pneumatically operated and use an air supply from 
the control system or other sources. The most common styles for 
diaphragm actuators are known as “direct-acting” and “reverse-acting.”
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PLA- Piston linear Actuator

Piston linear actuator uses air pressure or natural gas to provide the force 
required to open, close and control rising stem valves. To provide proper 
failure position, spring cartridges allow for fail open or fail closed valve 
applications. This is extremely important in emergency shutdown applications.
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RAR- Rack and Pinion Rotary Actuator
Rack-and-pinion pneumatic actuators are rotary actuators used for 
turning, opening, closing, mixing, oscillating, positioning, steering, and 
many more mechanical functions involving restricted rotation. These 
actuators convert the energy of compressed air using pneumatic cylinder 
to an oscillating rotary motion. 
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SAR-DA. Double Act Scotch & Yoke
Rotary Actuator
The scotch yoke is a mechanism that converts a linear motion of a 
bar sliding back-and- forth into a rotational motion. The sliding bar 
is directly coupled to a piston and a yoke with a slot that engages 
a sliding block. 
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SAR-SR. Spring Return Scotch &
Yoke Rotary Actuator
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Appendix I- Material Selection 

Overview 

Body Material 
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Trim Material Chart 

Bolting Materials 

Optional Flange Gasket Materials Optional Gland Packing Materials 

*Grafoil is a registered trademark of Union Caride Corp. 
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